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PREFACE

if the history of foreignlanguageforeign language study has taught us anything it has been that
human beings are generally able to acquire some level of mastery in a foreign language
unfortunately this comes close to being the only thing it has taught us the how of
language learning in spite of centuries of theory and practice observation and experi-
mentation remains largely a mystery As earl stevick has noted almost fatalistically

there are a few questions which have occupied language teachers for centuries and
probably always will of these perhaps the most basic is how does a person come to
control a language anyway isi1 I

ifwe are in the darkdaik about the processes by which humans assimilate language then
we are equally ignorant as to the best way in which foreign languages should be taught
if indeed they can be taught in the traditional sense at all methodcomparisonmethod comparison

studies which seem to offer hope in discerning the comparative effectiveness of
languagelanguageteachingteaching methods are nevertheless fraught with difficulties because of the im-
mense number of variables that need to be controlled

to date such studies have been inconclusive 2 the most thorough method
comparison studies have focused on the Ggrammarrammarbammar translation audio lingual and
cognitive code methods and have shown little or no defldifldifferenceerencearence in the effectiveness of
these although the cognitive code method does seem to be somewhat more effective
in teaching adults some studies indicate that newer approaches such as ashers total
physical response or lozanov s suggestopedia are significantly better but research on
these socalledso called innovative approaches has not been as extensive as the previous research
it appears that thorough empirical validation of one method over another is still forth-
coming 3

recently a number of students of foreignforeignlanguagelanguage learning have begun to empha-
size the distinction between learning conscious study and knowledge of a language and
its rules and acquisition subconsciously gained competence in a language 4 the
distinction between conscious and subconscious assimilation of language has important
implications for techniques which may be useful in second and foreignlanguageforeign language
teaching some notably stephen krashen in his second language acquisition
theory assert that competence in a language comes only through acquisition not learn-
ing and that language is acquired when individuals understand messages they hear or

I1 earlarlbarlbariari W stevick teaching and learning languages camcambridgebridge camcambridgebridge university press 19819822 p 2211
2 2asAsaas late as 1976 david levy could write the fact of the matter is that at the present time no existing language teaching

methodology has ever been empirically demonstrated to be superior to any other methodology or even to random language ex-

posure as quoted in donald E bjarnson teaching estonian to americans A comparison of two methods diss indiana
university 1982 p 9

3foriforor a summary of these studies seesec stephen D krashen piinciplesprinciples and practice in second language acquisition new york
pergamon institute of english 1982 ppap 147 60 for an excellent overview of a variety of new approaches see robert W blair in-
novative approaches inin language teaching rowley mass newbury house 1982

stephen krashen has asserted that these two phenomena arearc completely separate and inin fact that language competence isis

gained only through acquisition not learning stephen D krashen second language acquisition and second language learning
new york pergamon institute of english 198111981 ppap 1 2 krashen principles and practice ppap 10 11 heidiheidl dulay marina burt

and stephen krashen language two new york oxford university press 1982 ppap LO10 11 142014 20 others such as earl stevick
have suggested that conscious learning and subconscious acquisition arearc not separate but are two ends of a continuum which ought
to supplement each other stevick teaching andlearningundand learning languages ppap 262726 27 more will be said of the relationship of learning
and acquisition later
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read if true comprehensible input and relevant interesting communication should oc-
cupy positions of primary importance in the languagelanguagelearninglearning environment conscious
learning on the other hand is thought by krashen to be useful only as an editor Y an
internal process which monitors language output and is thereafter able to make correc-
tions krashen s secondlanguagesecond language acquisition theory also posits as significant environ-
mental factors interesting input and a lowanxietylow anxiety environment to prevent students

affective filter from blocking acquisition 5

krashens theory is appealing because of its broad attempt to account for phenom-
ena observed in a wide range of careful empirical studies theapparentthe apparent insights of this
approach cannot be ignored especially since they seem to be important factors in a
number of promising new innovative languagelanguageteachingteaching methods nevertheless experi-
ments specifically validating the theory s core assertions and its attendant implications
have not yet appeared and some of krashens assertions are supported by little more
than anecdotal evidence in light of the difficulties attending the history of language
learning theory up to the present it may be best to exercise caution before jumping on
any theoretical or methodological bandwagons

in approaching the task of writing a textbook preparing a curriculum or selecting a
method for foreignforeignlanguagelanguage learning then it seems wisest to adopt an eclectic ap-
proach one which draws on what appear to be the best insights of various methods and
theories both old and new

THE MTC APPROACH TO LANGUAGE assimilation

such an eclectic approach is used by the missionary training center MTC a
school of intensive language assimilation6assimilationassimilations6 and ministerial training operated by the
church ofjesus christ of latterdaylatter day saints 7 this7thisathis program consists of an eight to nine
week stay in the center itself followed by continued language assimilation in the envi-
ronment where the missionary is to work the language program is composed of four
subprograms formal instruction the speak your language program discussion learn-
ing and incountryin country assimilation

I1 formal instruction

overview
formal classroom instruction in the target language is carried on for the first two to

three weeks classes occupy approximately eight hours a day six days a week formal in-
structionst consists of a modified cognitive code rule explanation or pattern presenta-
tion followed by imitative manipulative and finally generative exercises the exer-
cises in this phase also draw upon other methods eg total physical response the
lessons are sequenced grammatically notionally and situationsituationallycelilyelily the teacher makes

thescthesetheoc and other related hypotheses can be found in dulay bunburtdundurt and krashen language two ppap 13 72 A conciseconcise summary
of krashens theory may be found inin blair ppap 153015 30

thehc term assimilation is used here to avoid confusion with the distinction between learning and acquisition it is intended to
refer to all processes including learning and acquisition which have a role in developing mastery in a foreign language

established in 1961 as the language training mission the missionary training center prepares some 15000 missionaries an-
nually in thirty foreign languages these missionaries travel in the united states and abroad at their own expense in order to gain
converts to the LDS church
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frequent informal mastery checks on class progress before moving on in most in-
stances the mastery level required is effective communication rather than grammatical
accuracy
value

the formal instruction described here emphasizes what krashen would call learn-
ing or conscious understanding of language mechanics suchstichslichsilch learning is theorized to be
useful to the learner as a monitor however formal instruction especially through the
communicative exercises and the teachers making explanations in the target language
also provides a degree of comprehensible ininputut assisting the missionaries in acquisition
of the language 8

II11 speak your language program

overview
within a week of their arrival missionaries are expected to participate in the

speak your language program or the practice of speaking only in the target lan-
guage and refraining from using their first language with certain exceptions such as in
church services and other situations where the first language is needed for communica-
tion missionaries are expected to participate in this program at all times both in and
out of the classroom missionaries rate themselves daily on their success in speaking and
experimenting with the new language
value

the speak your language SYL program is very useful inin providing for the learners
opportunities for genuine communication with and comprehensible input from their
peers the fact that the missionaries sources of input are members of their peer group
tends to reduce anxiety or in krashen s terms lower the affective filter and thus aid
acquisition 9 in addition the fact that SYL implementation requires genuine communi-
cation insures that the input will be interesting and relevant 10

111IIIili discussion learning

overview
the majority of class time during the missionaries stay at the missionary training

center is spent mastmasteringermg extensiveextensive and detailed religious discussions in the target language

Krashkrashcn8krashenkrashenkrashancn Pincprinciplesrlesplesbles ansandandpracticepractice pp 13234132 34 18788187 88
ongon the importance of peers as targetlanguagetarget language models seesec krashen secondlanguagesecondsegond language acquisition p 105 dulay bunburt and

krashen language two pp 303230 32
10 10krashenkrashen Pinciprinciplespresples and practice pp 66 68 one drawback of this program lies inin the fact that learners are getting input from

highly inaccurateinaccurate language models iei e their fellow students this may be overcome somewhat bvby the presence of a group of mis-
sionaries

mis-
sionariessionslonsionslonariesarles who have been inin the MTC longer and thus act as more accurate sources of input Naturanaturallynaturaliyliy the teacher isis the most impor-
tant source of accurate input although the missionariesmissionaries may be the best source of informal communicativecommunicative input

another objection to this program thatchat might be raised is that itit does not allow for a silent period in the early stages of
language assimilation which some research indicates isis helpful seeseesec dulay burtbun and krashen language two pp 13 14 22 25

this isis probably due to the apparent belief of MTC administrators that as krashen puts itit acquisition isis slow and subtle while
learning isisfaltisfastgattfastmatr and for some people obvious krashen principles andpracticeand practice p 187 emphasis inin original while I1 have no par-
ticular interestinterest inin defending this practice I1 do note that the implementation of a silent period would deprive the missionaries of the
very important peer input for a period of timetime it thus becomes a question of which price one isis willing to pay too itit might be
pointed out that while missionaries arearc not afforded a silent period at the beginning of their training most of them do experience a

silent period upon entering the targetlanguagetarget language environment approximately ninenine weeks intointo the program the newly arrived mis-
sionary isis given a seniorsenior companion who satisificssatisifies most of the pairs communicative needs allowing the new missionary to observe
and listen without feeling forced to speak this practice however variesvaries from missionary to missionary
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which the missionaries will use to proselytize potential converts formerly missionaries
were expected to memorize almost the entire discussion now however missionaries are
encouraged to compose and present large segments in their ovenown words the process for
learning these lessons consists of familiarization with content I1reparationpreparation of the indivi-
dualizeddualized segment ie those portions of the lesson which the missionary composes
hearing an example discussion in the target language memorization and practice
presentation
value

the extensive reading study and listening in the target language involved in learn-
ing these discussions make this activity very useful the emphasisemphasison on relevant communi-
cation and understanding rather than on the particulars of grammar satisfies krashens
requirements for effective comprehensible input while the discussiondiscussionlearninglearning pro-
gram may cause some anxiety it seems to fulfill the instrumental motivation which per-
suaded the individual to become a missionary in the first place 11

IV countryincountryin assimilation

overview
following their stay in the MTC missionaries travel to the locations where they will

perform their missionary service while some time may be spent studying grammar rules
and vocabulary from formal texts alone or with companions most of their time is spent
in reallifereal life communication with native speakers or with their missionary companions
value

by this time most missionaries have reached an intermediate or lowlowintermediateintermediate
level of proficiency and are ready for an environment which can provide input and com-
municationmunication which is more realistic than is available in the best of classroomsofdassrooms even mis-
sionariessionaries who may not be ready for the real world in the target language find that the
senior companion can act as a caretaker both linguistically iddand in other ways com-
municationmunication and input here are entirely natural and the only ingredient left for acquisi-
tion is time 12

summary

of the approximately 900 waking hours the missionaries spend in the first three seg-
ments of this program only about 130 of those hours less than 15 are spent in for-
mal instruction 13 much13much of the rest of the time is spent in peer communication and mas-
tering missionary discussions in the target language the greatest quantity of input and
genuine communicationcommunication occurs in the fourth segment the MTC program for language
assimilation then draws upon traditional classroom approaches while incorporating the
fundamental insights ofofkrashenkrashen s secondsecondlanguagelanguage acquisition theory

on chethe importance of integrative and instrumental motivation see duiaydulaydubay bunburt and krashengrashen language two ppap 47 50
120non the importance of learning to obtain input from the real world at the intermedigiintermediatete level and the limitations of the

classroom at that level seesec krashengrashenKrashcn principles and practice ppap 161 62 172 caretakers often arearc good targetlanguagetarget language models
because they are frequently forced to follow the here and now principle seeseesec dulay bunburt and Krashkrashencn language two ppap 262726 27

theocthesc13these figures represent my own estimates it should be noted that some of the missionary s 900 waking hours in the MTC arearc
occupied by activities in which language assimilation cannot normally take place eg exercising bathing etc nevertheless some
communication doesdocs occur during the everyday practices of eatingearing standing in line getting dressed and other such situations
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PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK

this book is intended to serve two major functions first it is intended to be a re-
source for the teacher in much of the formal MTC classroom language instruction pro-
viding grammar rules patterns vocabulary exercises games and review tests second
it is intended to act as a resource and reference work for missionaries who have left the
MTC and are studying the language on their own in samoa 14

at no time should it be assumed that this book attempts to be in and of itself a
comprehensive language course it is designed to be only a single tool in one or two seg-
ments of a larger foursegmentfour segment program while this book could be used with some suc-
cess as a solitary means of acquiring samoan such a use would I1 predict be consider-
ably less effective than the program for which it is intended

SYLLABUS DESIGN AND development

approaches to syllabus design

in recent years a number of concerns have been raised regarding traditional ap-
proachesproaches to syllabus and course design essentially three different approaches have been
identified grammatical situational and notionalnotionalfunctionalfunctional 15

the grammatical syllabus which has so far dominated most foreignforeignlanguagelanguage
course designs builds the course around a series of grammatical and structural issues
these grammatical patterns or rules are usually sequenced from simple to complex ie
beginning with those that are presumed easiest to learn and ending with those that are
presumed most difficult to learn this approach assumes that since learners must even-
tually come to control these forms they will master these structures more efficiently by
focusing first on uncomplicated forms and proceeding to more complex forms as skill in
the language increases 16the16 the situations and notions that are presented in each lesson are
based on the structure to be mastered there is therefore little continuity in the no-
tions and situations presented in these lessons

A situational syllabus builds lessons around various environments which the learner
is presumed to frequent such as at the grocery store going to a restaurant it

etc the grammar and notions presented are based on the kinds of utterances the
learner is presumed to need in such situations

A notionalnotionalfunctionalfunctional syllabus structures the course around notions eg
it anger food location size filfutureture reference PP etc or functions eg

thejhcathethc extent to which this second function is realized depends on each missionarys attitude and approach to language study
krashens theory predicts that this book would be of great interest to monitor overusersover users ie thosechose who are interested in language
rules and monitoring their own accuracy but perhaps of little use to others this is as it should be the important point here is that
previously those who did have an interest in formal language study had access to only a small selection of materials and usually in-
adequate materials at that this book is expected both in scope and availability to remedy that problem

the15the notional functional syllabus is also known by the terms notional functionalfunctionaifunctionai and functionalfunctionalnotionalnotional
160neone problem with this approach is that grammar rules arearc presumed to be simple or complex not according to research

about the difficulty or easecase with which a given form may be acquired but according to the traditional beliefs of teachers and
linguists it should also be noted that some grammatical syllabuses are structured beginning with forms the learner will presumably
need most frequently and progressing to forms the learner will presumably need less frequently recently there has even been an at-
tempt to construct materials based on what researchers call the natural order of acquisition seeseesec krashen principlespiincioles andandpracticepractice
ppap 18586185 86
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St persuasionstpersuasion disagreement 11 it evaluationitevaluation etc or both 17 in such a syllabus the
notions functions are the starting point of each lesson and the grammar and situations
presented in each center around these notions 18

proponents of the notional syllabus cite as evidence of the syllabuss superiority the
fact that because the lessons focus on the semantic content and communicative function
of speech acts classroom emphasis naturally centers around communicative compe-
tence this emphasis on the students communicative needs in turn makes the syllabus
more motivating than strict grammatical course designs 19 critics however point out
that such an approach may cause serious problems for the beginning learner because of
the complex skills the syllabus requires and because the nature of human communica-
tion is in many ways still a mystery even to experts in the field critics further point out
the extreme difficulty of constructing an adequate list of language functions and the in-
evitable culture clashes between the learners first and second languages 20 others tak-
ing a more moderate approach suggest that a syllabus which sequences according to no-
tions and structures may be an effective starting point especially for beginninglevelbeginning level
courses 21

design of this book

this book attempts to draw on the important features of all three approaches to syl-
labus design grammatical situational and notional functional this is done by the
use of two distinct lesson tytypesPes speak your language SYL lessons which focus on
notions and situations and are sequenced from most needed or needed first to

least needed III111 and grammar lessons which focus on the structure of the language 22

the content of these lessons will be discussed in detail later on

content development

developing patterns and grammar rules
the decisions on what structures patterns and phrases would be presented in this

book were based on 1 a survey of existing descriptive and pedagogical grammars of the

17the literature does not always make a clear distinction between functions and notionsnotions see for example julia M dobson
the notional syllabus theory and practice english teaching forum april 1979 where she lists sixsix functions p 4 and

then two pages later includes some of these same itemsitems in her list of notions appp 676 7

someissomelissome useful works on the notional functional syllabus arearc D A wilkins notional syllabuses A taxonomy and its rele-
vance to foreign language cundCunicurriculumculum development london oxford university press 1976 dobson pp 2 10 mary finocchiaro

the functionalnotionalfunctional notional syllabus promise problems practices english teaching forum april 1979 pp 112011 20 harry
hawkes the notional syllabus discourse analysis and ESP materials english teachingteagateach agxg forum april 1979 pp 212321 23

19finocchiaroFinocchiaro19 pp 1213121512 1513 dobson p 4 wilkins pp 12 13 other advantages cited by finocchiaro egc g flexibility individual
pacing do not appear to belong uniquely or intrinsically to the notional syllabus

20 20florenceflorence stratton putting the communicative notional syllabus inin its place TESOL quarterly 11 1977 131 41 seesec
also dobson p 5

211L G alexander as cited inin dobson the notional syllabus p 5 there appears to be no support from empiricalcm pincaipineal studies in
any of the notional functional literature I1 am not aware ofkrashensofkrashcn s opinions on notional syllabusessyllabuses but he has expressedhasexpressed strong
negative opinions about the value of grammatically sequenced courses while his arguments are worthy of consideration they toocoo
lack empirical support see krashen principles andpracticeundand practice pp 687068 70 the central and I1 believe valid concern expressed inin the
literature isis that languagelanguagelearninglearning environments need coto focus more on communicative competence than they have in the past

221tit isis important to note that these divisions do not strictly follow the notional grammatical dichotomy for example a number
of segments inin the more advanced grammar lessons such as the notion of only presented inin unit nine lesson two or the notionsnotions
of causes and reasons presented inin unit nine lesson three follow a notional approach rather than sequencing the information
according to itsits structure and morphology
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samoan language 23 2 an extensive collection of notes and lists of idioms and phrases
compiled by me and other individuals who have lived in samoa and 3 my intuition
and experience both as a missionary and a teacher of missionaries 24 vocabulary24vocabulary items
were selected according to the topics covered in each lesson and my perceptions of mis-
sionary needs

after establishing what grammatical and notional topics this book would contain I1

began writing grammar rules and patterns based on the material information from
available texts concerning semantic distinctions and syntaxsyntxsynte was useful to a degree espe-
cially in the beginning stages regarding a few controversial constructions I1 was able to
rely on the writings of some prominent linguists 25 unfortunately25unfortunately most existing works
on samoan suffer from one of the following limitations 1 failure to go beyond the in-
termediatetermediate level in grammar presentation 2 failure to define grammar rules and se-
mantic distinctions precisely and comprehensively and 3 the presence of contradic-
tions or other apparent errors

to overcome the limitations of the published resources I1 have provided grammar
rules which represent my own attempts to characterize samoan syntax in a precise way
fortunately in the process of deriving these rules I1 had access to a number of native in-
formants 26 collectively26collectively these informants spent hundreds of hours going over scores of
sentences I1 constructed telling me which were correct natural samoan and which were
not where a structure seemed straightforward often only one informant if anyany was
asked to comment in other instances several native speakers were consulted sentences
over which the informants disagreed were discarded so that the grammar rules would
describe only those sentences which all informants agreed were correct and natural 27

finally a native speaker of samoan mereane ige proofread the entire text
the idioms and colloquialisms found in the SYL lessons in the book were drawn

from lists collected by myself and others 28 in all but the simplest cases informants were
consulted as to the grammaticality and usage of the phrases 29

field testing
A number of revisions of the ordering and presentation of materials were under-

taken after much of the work was field tested in an MMTCic classroom in a number of
instances grammar explanations were reworked subdivided and reconstructed on the

23aA list of the works consulted inin producing this book maymav be found inin appendix 2

this24this book could not waitwaltwaitwalt for a careful study of what situationssituations and notionsnotions missionaries need to know first even if such a study
were done it may be of only limited help sincesince not every student isis likely to need the same notional tools at the samesarnesanne time
however given the structured environment of the MTC itit isis not difficult to predict ad variety of situationssituations and accompanying no-
tionstionseions which missionaries need during their eightweekeight week stay inin the MTC

the25the question of whether samoan exhibits active and passive voicesvoices for example has been a point of disagreement among
some linguists on this question I1 follow the insights of G B milner who suggests that certain verbal forms are a matter of aspect
rather than voicevolcevoicevolce see G B milner active passive or perfective inin samoan A fresh appraisal of the problemiqbem1 journal of the
polynesian society 71 196219621 15161151 61 and G B milner it Is aspect not voice which Is marked inin samoan oceanic
linguistics 12 1974 6215962139621 5939

thosethoscthosa informants providing the greatest help were mereane ige peato ena etienbtl ena alofa tanuvasa and felila tanuvasa
numerous other informants were consulted on a few items

while27while I1 have asked nativenative speakers of samoan to go over the entireentire book I1 alone must accept responsibility for what is con-
tained herein

28reedreed morrill kent williams and curt beus provided thechedhe greatest assistanceassistance inin recording samoan expressions and idioms
williams and beus compiled their corpusescorpusesuscs while living inin samoa

david29david snow s pedagogical grammar of samoan samoan language and customs thesis university of chicago 1974
while extremely deficient inin its grammar explanations was useful inin providing a basis for some of the patterns and common phrases
contained inin this book
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basis of classroom experience 30 the ordering of various notions and grammar rules also
underwent major revisions after testing these in a number of MTC classes 31

FORMAT OF THIS BOOK

types of lessons

this book consists ofoftenten units each containing five lessons a combination of over-
view grammar and SYL lessons and a review module following the ten units are
supplemental materials in the form of extramileextra mile lessons and appendices the six dif-
ferent types of lessons with their accompanying logos are summarized below

unit one of the book contains two overview lessons which introduce theoviovlov learner to five areas of language study pronunciation vocabulary gram-
mar comprehension and fluency these lessons also provide themissionthe mission-
aries with an overview of certain grammatical concepts and introduce them
to the terminology that will be used to describe various points of samoan
grammar
the SYL or speak your language lessons provide routines and patterns in-
tended to aid in the missionary s speak your language program develop
social skills and provide tools for conversational management thereby
helping the students obtain input from native speakers 32 this is done
through vocabulary builders vocabulary lessons based on a single no-
tion common phrases useful expressions and idioms and patterns pap9

sentence patterns oriented to a particular situation function or notion
the first half of the book emphasizes situations notions and functions ap-
propriatepropriate for the missionaries during their stay at the missionary training
center the second half emphasizes notions and situations that the mission-
aries will encounter in their roles as ministers in samoa
As explained before the grammatical forms presented in grammar lessons
are sequenced from simple coto complex 33 33grammargrammar explanations are pro-
vided and usually summarized in the form of grammar rules the role of
these rules and the practice exercises found in both grammar and SYL
lessons are discussed in more detail below
A review module appears attheat the end of each unit and consists of exercises
which review that units material in five areas grammar vocabulary com-
prehension pronunciation and fluency these lessons are given in the form

30the decision for example to present the two forms of the nonpastnon past tense marker e and teA inin separate lessons was based upon
classroom experience with a previous text which had presented the two together it was discovered that the different distribution of
the particles made a toocoo heavy demand on the missionariesmissionaries to be mastered inin a single teaching segment therefore thesechese were
presented and practiced separately other grammar explanations were also altered on the basis of classroom experienceexpedienceexperience

31 As a result of the field testing the outline for this book was written at least three timestimes in addition to undergoing numerous
minor revisionsrevisions

320non the importance of routines and patterns see krashen secondlanguagesecond language acquisacquisitionirionitionaition p 99 one drawback of having
students learnsuchlearn such routinesroutines is that there is occasionally a tendency to fossilize these forms iei e never acquire the ability to
manipulate the phrases inin different grammatical contexts however it is felt that their advantages in conversation management
outweigh the disadvantages

33seesee page v and footnote 16 the latter part of this book tends to order grammar rules proceeding from what isis likely to be
needed most to what is likely to be needed least
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of a test which provides diagnostic information to the acherteacher as well as
having learning backwash value for the students 34

D A wilkins has noted that courses which follow a grammatical syllabus

EM often fail to note that a single linguistic formmayformwayform may fulfill a variety of rhetori-
cal functions As a result he says these functions are rarely presented in the
course 3355 in order to overcome this weakness and to provide extensive infor-
mation to interested learners beyond that which is appropriate for the class-
room extramileextra mile lessons have been assembled at the end of the book these
supplemental lessons provide additional information related to the materi-
als covered in the regular SYLsyi and grammar lessons

the appendices include supplemental information not related to any spe-
cificeppAPP lesson the appendices in this book consist of a collection of samoan
songs and a bibliography on the samoan language

in addition to these six kinds of lessons this book contains an introduction addressed
to MTC teachers virtually all of whom are nonprofessionalsprofessionalsnon providing stepbystepstep by step in-
structions for the various exercises and activities contained herein 36

outline of overview grammar and snsyi lessons

the overview grammar and SYL lessons follow the same general outline pre-
sented below in detail
1 performance objectives

each lesson lists the topics to be covered in the form of goals for the learner these
are often phrased in general terms eg I1 be able to talk about money be able to
use various emphatic particles since it does not seem reasonable to require complete
accuracy from every missionary exposure to new forms notions and effective commu-
nicationnication are deemed more important than meticulous accuracy

2 vocabulary SYL and grammar lessons only
the vocabulary items that will be needed to accomplish the performance objectives

are introduced at the beginning of each lesson this is done in the form of a bilingual
list usually limited to twenty words or less

like language learning in general research has given us little certain direction as to
the best way in which to present vocabulary items methodologists have suggested a
number of different approaches but these innovations arearcart generally put forth without
empirical support 37the37 the view currently held by many foreignlanguageforeign language teachers is that

340non the instructional value of tests secsee harold S madsen techniquesbechntechniques inin testing ioxfordoxfordboxford england oxford university press

forthcoming ppap 1111.31113illyllly111- 1133 krashenKrashcn principles and practice ppap 177811778177 8811 the review modules in this text depart from the normal
MTC format in their use of multiple choice dictation and doze exercises the same is true of the use of these exercises elsewhere in
this book

35 wilkins35wilkins p 56

36thethe introduction here referred to entitled to the teacher represents another departure from the normal MTC text format
in which instructions arearc presented before each exercise it is thought that placing the instructions at the beginning of this book
would decrease needless repetition save space and enhance the books appearance

37a good example is howard kellerkeiler new perspectives on teaching vocabulary language in education theory in practice
no 8 arlington va center for applied linguistics 1978 who presents a number of approaches to vocabulary expansion but
makes no reference to research to support any of his ideas
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vocabulary items should be presented in context rather than by memorization of vo-
cabularycabulary lists 51538315

the vocabulary lists found at the beginning of each SYL and grammar lesson in
this book are intended to serve two purposes 1 the items listed are to provide an in-
troductiontroduction and only an introduction for the words the students will encounter in the
lesson missionaries are not required to memorize the lists on initial encounter but are
expected only to attain passing familiarity with pronunciation and meaning of each
word actual acquisition of the vocabulary items is expected to occur as the words are
subsequently experienced in the context of the practice exercises and as missionaries use
them in their SYL programprograprogremm 2 the lists are intended to provide students with a re-
source for review in their individual study 39

3 tools I1 grammar
a presentation of form As previously mentioned SYL lessons present under the

heading of tools notional situational information in the form of vocabulary
builders common phrases and patterns in addition thesechese lessons are intro-
duced with a conversational model in the form of a dialogue unlike the audio lingual
method these dialogues are not memorized but are only presented to encourage listen-
ing comprehension and to introduce the lesson material in a rereasonably91sonably natural context

grammar lessons present discussions of language structure because a great deal
of concern has been generated especially by proponents ofkrashenskrashensof secondlanguagesecond language
acquisition theory over the value of teaching grammar rules it may be helpful to dis-
cuss here some reasons for the extensive presentation of rules in this text before pro-
ceedingceeding it should be noted that the presentation of rules plays only a small panpart in the
overall MTC languagelanguagelearninglearning program this text is not that program but is only a re-
source for that program

first as krashen and others have pointed out the study of rules may be helpful in
providing students with a means of monitoring their linguistic output and thereby mak-
ing corrections for missionaries this would probably have the greatest application in
their formal preparation of talks and sermons where they can edit their materials before
presenting them 40 in this use this book is valuable not only in the MTC classroom but
also as a reference work which the missionaries can consult while in samoa 41

second it is assumed that conscious study of grammar can assist in languageinlanguage acqui-
sition while krashen argues strongly against this proposition 42 others such as earl
stevick believe that some seepage from what has been learned into the acquisition
store is possible and that it may be of considerable importance for the design of

311 krashen311krashen principles andandpracticepractice ppap 808180880 8811

39earleariearl stevick has noted that even when courses do not provide word lists students usually end up making lists for themselves
anyway stevick has even caught himself doing this seesceseesec stevick teaching and learning languages p 776.7666.

1okrashenkrashen second language acquisition ppap 3344 krashen Prinprinciesprinciplesprincipesciescles and practice ppap 151815 18 dulay burtbun and krashen
language two ppap 586058 60

41 at this point it might be well to note that according to krashen only easy rules iei e rules that arearc easiest to describe and
remember can be learned and used inin monitoring krashen principles and practice ppap 8910489 104 clearly many of the rules
presented in this book especially the last half do not meet krashen s criteria for ease of understanding and recall for this reason itit
isis anticipated that the first part of this book will be of most use in the classroom while the latter part will be of more value as an in
thediedlediefieldthefieldfield reference work appropriately no attempt is made in the classroom to cover the entire text during the missionaries stay inin
the MTC

42 42krashenkrashen principles and practice ppap 83898389833 89 krashen presents only anecdotal evidence on this point and cites no empirical
studies
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methods and techniques43techniques4313 in his latest6 book stevick observes that picking up gram-
mar from ordinary conversation is an attractive idea but I1 dont know of any method
that relies solely on acquisition in its pure form for the imparting of structural control
the process would simply be too long and the outcome too uncertainuncertain4444

admittedly there are limits on what can be gained by conscious learning nevert-
helesstheless the presence of these limitations does not necessarily prevent formal study from
aiding in the acquisition of at least some structures and assisting in the control of accu-
racy without going into an extended discussion of the vwvariousiouslous arguments almost all of
which are based on intuitive or anecdotal rather than empirical evidence I1 will simply
state that until carefully controlled studies can settle the question definitively I1 shall
assume that the explanatory insight exposure and reinforcement inherent in grammar
study is of sufficient value in language assimilation to justify its inclusion in a language
assimilation program 45

A third reason for providing missionaries with structural rules is that most indivi-
duals especially adults who have been exposed to formal education tend to want to
know the rule before attempting to proceed very far in a language course for many
learners a course which presents no rules at all creates a great deal of uneasiness and
negative affect which can block language acquisition evenifeveniaeven if students are wrong in as-
suming that rule study is helpful in acquiring a foreign language the presentation of
rules provides such learners with a security blanket and thusdius decreases anxiety 46

b practice exercises following the presentation of grammatical notional material
are a series of practice exercises intended to aid both in consciousconscious mastery learning and
internalization acquisition missionaries are first exposed to the imitative mechanical
exercises common to the audio lingual method followed by the manipulative mean-
ingful and generative communicative activities emphasized by the cognitive code
approach 47 in addition a few exercises and techniques have been drawn from other
methods for example in a number of instances mechanical drills have been omitted

earleari W stevick teaching languages A way andanwaysanalwayspayswaysmays Rowrowleyicylcyley mass newbury house publishers 1980 p 276 on pages
27678276 78 stevick presents his reasons for holding this opinion

44 44stevickstevick teaching and learning languages p 84 seesec also p 2233

451nin brief the arguments against learning becoming acquisition arearclrekre 1 learners apparently do not need to possess conscious
knowledge of a rule before acquiring itit sincesince many students acquire forms without consciousconscious learning 2 some learners exhibit con-
scious mastery and extensiveextensive practice of forms yet still do not perform correctly and 3 notnoc only isis itit so that the best students learn
only a fairly small number of grammar rules but itit isis also true that even the best linguists have characterized only a limited number
of rules for a single language seesceseesec krashenKrashcn Pinciprinciplespresples and practice pp 838983 89 in response itit may be argued that just because con-
sciousscious rule learning isis not requiredtorequiredto acquire a structure docsdoes not mean that conscious learning cannot in some cases assist the acqui-
sitionsitionaition process furthermore earl stevick has pointed out what may be significant parallels between the learningacquisitionlearning acquisition distinc-
tiontion and longtermlong term and permanent memory the only requirement he points out forfoifot something coto enter permanent memory is

that the mind must experience itit for a certaincertain length of timetime even if this isis done by the process of memorizationmemorization insight relating to
and practice with a pattern may assistassistitsassistitsits entry from longtermlong term memory learning intointo permanent memory acquisition stevicksteStcvick s

approach is appealing because itit combines the insights ofofkrashenskrashens theory with what research has already told us about the nature of
human memory like krashen stevick citescites anecdotal evidence which seems to substantiate his point of viewview seeseesec stevick A way
and ways pp 27678276 78 stevick teaching andlearningand learning languages pp 212321 23 293529 35

416116krashen116krashen suggests that rule study and acquisition can go on simultaneously if the teacher isis willing to make the presentation inin
dlediethe target language seeseesec krashenKrashcn principles and practice pp 187 88

47aA good articulation of the audio lingual method isis robert lado s language teaching A scientific approach new york
mcgraw hill 1964 on the principles behind the cognitivecodecognitive code method sceseesccssccjJ carroll the contributions of psychological
theory and educational research to the teaching of foreign languages inin trends in language teaching ed albert valdman new
york mcgraw hill 1966 pp 9310693 106
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altogether and replaced by exercises designed to encourage lisilslisteninglisteninateninotenina comprehension 4818

these include dictation exercises single sentences at first then complete paragraphs
later in the book and some total physical response activities in at least one instance
the presentation of samoan articles a silent way approach has been used 49

imitative mechanical exercises used in this book include memorization exercises
for idioms and common phrases and single and doubleslotdouble slot substitution exercises

the primary function of these exercises is to help the missionary become familiar
with not master the structure or pattern presented 50

among the manipulative meaningful exercises used in this book are translation
used sparingly fillinfill in the blankbiank matching clozealoze especially grammar clozealoze yesnoyes no

questions directed questions transformation exercises and scrambled sentences in the
early stages it is up to the teachers whether the missionariesthemissionaries be required to answer the
yesnoyes no questions directed questions translation and transformation exercises orally 51

the purpose of these exercises is to assist the students in gaining control of the structure
that has been presented while this is essentially conscious learning itit isis assumed that
because comprehension is required some acquisition does take place 52

following the manipulative exercisesexercises missionariesmissionaries partlclpparticipateatteottealte inin activitiesactivities intended
to encourage communicative competence and thereby acquisition these include free
response questions independent or based on some passage such as the dictation or
clozealoze passage role playing problem solving or some kind of oflanguagelanguage game

the mastery check following this sequence also asks the missionaries to participate
in some generative communicative activity these mastery checks normally do not de-
mand complete accuracy but only effective communication 53

4 performance activities
the performance activities section of the lesson provides 1 a review test to rein-

force the material presented in the lesson54lesson54and54 and 2 additional communicative exercises
usually in the form of a language game the performance activities differ from the prac-
tice exercises in that they attempt to integrate all of the material in the entire lesson
rather than focusing on only one or two structures or patterns
5 retention homework

the homework assignments review the material covered in the lesson requiring
both individual study and oral practice inin pairs the assignassignmentsmerits also prepare the mis-
sionariessionaries for future lessons

48this4thisathis frequent replacement of mechanical exercises with listening exercises represents another departure from the traditional
MTC text format

49forfor a discussion of the total physical response method seesccssccjJ asher the total physical response approach to second
language learning modernmodemhodem language journal 5588 1969 3173 17 on the silent way and other innovative methods seesec stevickstcvickstavicksteStcvick A
way and ways

5oforfor a discussion of the rationale behind mechanical and imitative drills seesec wilga rivers and mary S temperley A practical
guide to the teaching of english as a second or foreign language new york oxford university press 1978 ppap 12630126 30 and
christina braabranbratt paulston and mary newton bruderbrudcr teaching english as a second language techniquestechniktechniinueslues and procedures caincambridgebridge
mass winthrop publishers 1976 ppap 464 6

51 51studiesstudies suggest that having inerslearners write answers or inin some other way delay vocal practice inin the early stages of acquisition
can aid listening comprehension without losing any speaking skills seesceseesec dulay burtbundundurt and krashen language twoiwohwolwo ppap 24 26 that
thischis option is provided to theche MTC teacher represents still another innovation on the normal MTC text format

52forfor a discussion of manipulative or meaningful exercises seesec rivers and temperley ppap 13048130 48 paulston and bruder ppap 686 8
53forfor a discussion of communicative exercises seesec paulston and bruder ppap 8108 10

thcsc54these tests typically use dictation doze and other items commonly used in the practice segment and thus serve as much as
additional practice exercisesexercises as they do as tests these tests occur in grammar lessons only
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SUMMARY

through classroom learning communicative practice in the SYL program lesson
learning and study and exposure in the target language environment LDS missionaries
ajappearajjearlearjear to reach a high degree of competency in a fairly short period of time this book
will play a small but significant role in this process both aiding in classroom learning
and serving as a reference work for missionaries living inin the samoan islands
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TO THE TEACHER

the presentation and practice of material presented in this book gene-
rally follows four steps conceptual listeningimitativelistening imitative manipulative and
generative this cycle is repeated four or five times in most lessons with
vocabulary at the beginning and review and homework ercisesexercisesexciseseaie3i at the end
the following information will help you understand the kinds of activities
and procedures to be followed in each of these four steps

conceptual

at the conceptual level missionaries are exposed to a new concept or
pattern in the samoan language and are brought to a cognitive understanding
of the material although they are not yet expected to apply or use that
information

in SYL lessons typical patterns for a particular topic are presented
through fillintheblankfill in the blank patterns through phrases for memorization or
through vocabulary builders topic oriented word 11lists1 osts1sts since there is
little that is new conceptually in SYL lessons conceptual mastery checks are
seldom used in SYL lessons

in grammar lessons a grammatical concept is presented with examples and
an explanation the concept is then summarized in a box with a brief explan-
ation andor a representation of the phrasestructurephrase structure rule

the following procedures are to be used to check the mastery level of
the missionaries after the presentation of a pronuncicpronunciationltionaltion segment a vocabu-
lary list or a grammar rule

mastery check pronunciation

model the pronunciation of the examples and have the class repeat them
have the missionaries study the rule and repeat it to their companions in
their own words with additional examples monitor their performance by
listening and providing help to those who have difficulty after they finish
ask one or two missionaries to explain the rule to the class in their own
words giving examples

mastery check rule

model the examples and have the missionaries repeat them then have the
missionaries study the rule or rules and repeat them to their companions
in their own words and give examples monitor their performance by
listening and providing help to those who have difficulty after they finish
ask one or two missionaries to explain the rules to the class in their own
words and give examples
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following the presentation of a pattern phrases vocabulary builder or
grammar explanation are a variety of listeninglisteningimitativeimitative and manipulative
practice exercises as well as applications at the generative level

listeninglisteningimitativeimitative

at the listeningimitativelistening imitative level missionaries are exposed to the new
material in the form of listening exercises dictation commands or in the
case of pronunciation discrimination drills or participate in mechanical
imitative exercises or both the purpose of these exercises is to provide
the missionaries with comprehensible exposure to the new material to assist
the missionaries in the memorization and production of the pattern thereby
developing fluency and naturalness in speech

instructions for command also known as TPR total physical response
and pronunciation discrimination drills are given at the beginning of each of
these exercises the procedures for other kinds of exercises at this level
are given below

memorization exercise

1 model the words or phrases and have the MiSSiOnmissionariesLaries repeat
after you until they are comfortable with the pronunciation

2 have the missionaries close their books or cover the information to be
learned have them repeat the material until they can recite most of
the material accurately if the missionaries do not respond well to
repetition learning this step can be omitted

3 have the missionaries spend five minutes memorizing the material by
themselves

4 have the missionaries close their books and practice by quizzing their
companions or by roleplayingrole playing questions and answers in the material
where appropriate

dictation
1 write any new words and their english equivalents on the

blackboard before beginning

2 have the missionaries close their books and take out a sheet of paper

3 read the passage to the class once at normal speed

4 dictate the passage to the class pausing long enough for them to write
pauses have been marked with a solidus it is important to read
these segments at normal speed if you read too slowly the missionaries
will not be able to remember all of the segment when they try to write
give the missionaries plenty of time to write

5 read the entire passage again at normal speed for the missionaries to
check their work
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6 if you wish to have the missionaries score their work have them open
their books and mark all of their errors then have them add up the
total number of mistakes they made divide that number by three and
subtract the result from the total possible points normally point
values are only assigned to the test dictation passages at the end of
grammar lessons

substitution class

have the misionariesmissionariesmisionaries close their books write the model sentence
including the underscoringunder scoring on the board read the sentence aloud and have
the class repeat it then read one of the items to be substituted for the
underlined word and have the class repeat the entire sentence making the
substitution and any necessary changes

substitution individuals

have the missionaries close their books write the model sentence
including the underscoringunder scoring on the board read the sentence aloud and have
the class repeat it then read one of the items to be substituted for the
underlined word pause and select a missionary to repeat the entire sen-
tence making the substitution and any necessary changes if desired you
may repeat the substitution item and have the class echo the missionarys
response

doubleslotdouble slot substitution class

have the missionaries close their books write the model sentence in-
cluding the underscoringunder scoring on the board read the sentence aloud and have
the class repeat it then read the items to be substituted in the two under-
lined portions of the model and have the class repeat the entire sentence
making the substitution and any necessary changes the symbol 0 means no
change in that part of the model sentence

doubleslotdouble slot substitution individuals

have the missionaries close their books write the model sentence in-
cluding the underscoringunderscoring on the board read the sentence aloud and have
the class repeat it then read the items to be substituted in theche two under-
lined portions of the model pause and select a missionary to repeat the
entire sentence making the substitution and any necessary changes if
desired you may repeat the substitution items and hchavelveive the class echo the
missionmissionarysmissionarylsaryls response they symbol 0 means no change in that part of the
model sentence

manipulativeman ipuapu la t ivelve

at the manipulativemanipulatmanipulatemanipulat 1i ve level missionaries are given more control over
their participation and begin to rely more on meaning than in the imitative
exercises nevertheless missionaries are not given fullfallfuli freedom of
expression at this level nor expected to engage in the kind of decision
making and communication that occurs at the higher or generative level
among the manipulative exercises used in this book are matching translation
yesnoyes no quest-ionsquestions directed questions also known as controlled conversation
transformation exercises scrambled sentences and fill in the blank
passages also known as clozealoze
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ththea instructions for matching transformation and scrambled sentences
are given at the beginning of each of these exercises the procedures for
other kinds of exercises at this level are given below

translation

missionariesissionariesmissionaries may have their books either opened or closed at your dis-
cretion read one of the items pause and select a missionary to give
the english equivalent of samoan items or the samsamoanoanaan equivalent of english
items repeat the item and have the entire class answer in the first
several days of instruction you may if desired have the class write their
answers instead of responding orally

questions

missionaries may have their books either opened or closed at your dis-
cretion read one of the questions pause and select a missionary to
answersnsweranswersnower with a complete sentence then repeat the item and have the entire
class answer in the first severseveralseveralsl days of instruction you may if desired
have the class respond with a simple yese s or no or writertearte their answers instead
of responding orally

directed questions

missionaries may have their books either opened or closed at your dis-
cretion read one of the instructions pause and select a missionary to
ask the question the missionary asked the ququestionquestonestonestan should answer with a
complete sentence if you wish you may repeat the instruction and have the
class ask the question to the same missionary who should repeat his or her
response in the first several days of instruction you may if desired
havebavexave the missionary asked the question respond by a simple yes or no or write
an answer instead of responding orally

fill in the blanks

write any new words and their english equivalents onan the board then
explain to the class that several words have been left out of the story
and have them fill in the correct word in each blank if no word is needed
they must write an X in the blank blanks with no marks in them will be
consconsideredide red wrong inform them that it may be helpful to read through the
story once before beginning

generative

the generatgenerahgenerativeivelve or communicative level requires missionaries to produce
on their own language which demonstrates ability to use the new material
carefully and independently communication and cracreativeivelve invention are ex-
periencedperienced through completion freeresponsefree response questions discussion questions
problem solving roleplayingrole playing and language games

the instructions for completion problem solving roleplayingrole playing and
language games are given at the beginningbeginnibegionibeginni ng of each of these exercises the
procedures for other kinds of exercises at this levellevei are given below
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freeresponsefree response questions

have the missionaries clocioclosese their books read one of the questions
pause and select a missionary to respond with three or four sentences the
missionaries should respond with their honest feelings and opinions

discussion questions

discussion questions are freeresponsefree response questions related to some samoan
passage such as dictation or fillintheblankfill in the blank exercises for procedures
see free response questions

following generatgenerahgenerativelevelgenerativeivelve levellevei exercises are mastery checks designed to help
the teacher determine the capabilities of the missionaries at the generative
level generally these checks do not require COMcompletepiettePlEtte accuracy but only
that the missionaries be able to communicate effectively before continuing

review exercises

at the end of each unit are lessons called review modules which serve
both as a series of review exercises for the missionaries and as a diagnostic
tool to help the teacher determine the progress of the class the procedures
for two exercises commonly found in these review exercises are given below

multiple choice

direct the missionaries to write in the blank at the left the
letter of the answer which best completes the sentence or answers the
question

comprehension questions

have the missionaries close their books read one of the questions pause
and select a missionary to answer with a complete sentence the answer
should correctly describe events or information found in the reading passage

vocabulary

the vocabulary lists found at the beginning of each lesson are provided
1 as an introduction to the new words that the missionaries will encounter

in the lesson and 2 as a resource for misisonaries to use in review and study

at the beginning of each less model the pronunciation of each word
and have the class repeat elthereither together or individually untiuntilll11 they can
pronounce the words comprehensibly introduce them to the meaning of each
word and provide a short period of time for the missionaries to become
familiar with the items on the list missionaries are not expected to have
complete master of this list at this time but should attain mastery as
they use the words in the practice exercises and in their SYL programs
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A note on conversational models

the conversational models dialogues which appear at the beginning of
each SYL lesson are provided as a means of introducing the lesson material
in a natural context when beginning a SYL lesson have the missionaries
close their books read the dialogue to them in samoan and attempt to convey
the meaning to the class through gestures previously prepared pictures
blackboard drawings or other means repeat until you get the message of
the dialogue across to the class

the purpose of this activity is to help the missionaries understand
the dialogue without resorting to english be as creative and interesting
as you can in addition to this initial presentation you are free to use
the dialogues in a variety of others ways you are limited only by your
imagination

SYL and the teacher

there is one more thing which you can do to help your missionaries som-
ething which is more important than any of the grammar principles you will
present or any of the practice exercise you will conduct and that is for
you to SPEAKSPEVspew SAMOAN TO YOUR missionaries because there are so few native
samoans for them to converse with you becoming a model of the samoan
language for the missionaries may be the most important role you will fulfill
in their languagelearninglanguage learning process this is even more important than
requiring them to speak samoan to you

attempt to communicate with them at all times in samoan using simplified
expressions gestures or practically anything excelcexceptep t englishenglishtoto help them
understand As soon as possible begin presenting the grammar explanations
and other materials in samoan commit yourself to practicing the SYL program
at all times while at the MTC in this way you will improve the missionaries
listening ability and comprehension and thus increiacreincreasease their overall ability
to function in the samoan language
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